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A new GranuFlo Lawsuit Helpline has been launched by www.Classactionlawyernetwork.com

Call 1 877 522-2123. GranuFlo and Naturalyte helpline lawyers are filing lawsuits for victims of

these dialysis medications that were recalled. Patients are at risk for cardiac injury including

immediate heart attacks and death. Many patients using this medication have developed cardiac

problems. Call 1 877 522-2123

Class Action Lawyer Network is always staying on top of any new dangerous drug and device

that has been recalled or has new warnings issued. According to Lisa Spitzer MSW, speaking on

behalf of the helpline "The calls from family members are starting to come in"

"GranuFlo and NaturaLyte are posing serious complications and even death in some cases"

http://freelegalshield.com/granuflo-news-updates-dialysis-medication-lawsuits-consolidation/

"I am concerned in particular about our seniors who depend on these various dialysis

medications." Spitzer continues;

"The Food and Drug Administration issued a recall of the dialysis products GranuFlo and

NaturaLyte on the 29th of March, 2012, after a memo from drug maker Fresenius Medical Care

was leaked to the public". 

GranuFlo and NaturaLyte are used for hemodialysis in order to remove toxins from the

bloodstream of a patient whose kidneys are not functioning properly. The lawyers of

http://www.classactionlawyernetwork.com are reviewing cases for these dialysis medications

because, GranuFlo and NaturaLyte have been linked to an increased risk of heart attack and

sudden death. Class Action Lawyer Network has received calls from a number of patients who

have experienced side effects or whose loved ones have experienced them. They have even

spoke to families that have lost loved ones. Many of these callers, according to the helpline 1 877

522-2123 or visit http://classactionlawyernetwork.com/class-action/granuflo-recall-granuflo-

lawyers/ are seeking to file suit against the drug manufacturer in the hopes of gaining

compensation for the injuries or wrongful death. Apparently this is another drug with dangerous
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side effects. One of the benefits of this helpline is that victims and their families are not only

being connected to experienced dangerous drug and device lawyers but also, they get the

benefit of speaking to a knowledgeable and empathetic medical social worker.

www.Classactionlawyernetwork.com
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